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(1) 

PRESIDENT’S 2012 TRADE AGENDA 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 2012 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, 

Washington, DC. 
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in 

room SD–215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Max Baucus 
(chairman of the committee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Wyden, Menendez, Carper, Cardin, Hatch, 
Grassley, Roberts, and Thune. 

Also present: Democratic Staff: Russ Sullivan, Staff Director; 
Amber Cottle, Chief International Trade Counsel; Hun Quach, 
International Trade Analyst; Gabriel Adler, Senior International 
Trade and Economic Advisor; and Chelsea Thomas, Professional 
Staff. Republican Staff: Chris Campbell, Staff Director; Everett 
Eissenstat, Chief International Trade Counsel; Paul DeLaney, 
International Trade Counsel; and Maureen McLaughlin, Detailee. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR 
FROM MONTANA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. 
Winston Churchill once said, ‘‘Success is not final.’’ Last year was 

a banner year for trade. We passed 3 free trade agreements to open 
new markets for U.S. exporters. We renewed Trade Adjustment As-
sistance to help U.S. workers retrain for a global economy. We re-
newed two important preference programs to lower costs for U.S. 
manufacturers and retailers. 

We achieved great success, but we cannot let this success be 
final. We must press for continued success in 2012. An aggressive 
trade agenda is key to creating good jobs, including agricultural 
jobs in my home State of Montana. Export-related jobs pay 13 to 
18 percent more than the national average. 

Concrete goals will ensure continued success. We should set 3 
major trade goals for 2012: (1) approving permanent normal trade 
relations with Russia; (2) concluding the Trans-Pacific Partnership 
negotiations; and (3) addressing the challenges posed by China. 

First, we must seize the opportunity provided by Russia’s entry 
into the World Trade Organization. Russia is now the 6th-largest 
economy in the world and growing fast. Russia’s GDP is expected 
to surpass Germany’s by 2029, and Japan’s by 2037. 

For U.S. companies to take advantage of this growing market, 
Congress must repeal the Jackson-Vanik Amendment and establish 
permanent normal trade relations with Russia, known as PNTR. 
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PNTR is a 1-way street. Passing PNTR would double U.S. ex-
ports to Russia in 5 years, and we give up nothing in return. Not 
a single U.S. tariff will be reduced as part of this deal. If we do 
not pass PNTR by this summer, United States companies will lose 
out to competitors in China, Europe, and the 150 other members 
of the WTO. 

As our economy continues to recover, we simply cannot let that 
happen. I traveled to Russia last month, and I saw a country with 
vast potential for U.S. business. I also saw a country with a trou-
bled democracy and human rights record. I heard about the impor-
tance of PNTR from some unexpected sources, namely democracy, 
human rights, and transparency activists. 

The activists all have serious concerns about Russia, but they all 
support PNTR. They explain that PNTR is no gift to the Russian 
government; to the contrary, they explained, repealing Jackson- 
Vanik weakens the ability of the hard-liners in Russia to rally anti- 
American forces. Repealing Jackson-Vanik will open Russia to U.S. 
companies and promote competition, openness, and transparency. I 
look forward to working with you, Mr. Ambassador, and my col-
leagues to repeal Jackson-Vanik this summer. 

The second ambitious goal that we should meet this year is the 
conclusion of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, or TPP, negotiations. 
The TPP provides a tremendous opportunity to tie together and ex-
pand trade among some of the most dynamic economies in the 
world. 

Japan, Canada, and Mexico now want to join the negotiations. 
Adding these countries would increase the number of TPP con-
sumers by 50 percent. With their inclusion, the TPP would account 
for a full 40 percent of the world’s GDP. 

I know you are examining whether these countries are ready to 
quickly accept the high-standard commitments of the TPP. I look 
forward to consulting with you on that question. I hope that our 
new FTA partners—Colombia, Panama, and South Korea—are 
added to the list of potential TPP entrants as well. 

Our third goal for 2012 must be meeting the challenge of China. 
China is the 2nd-largest economy in the world, and the 3rd-largest 
destination for U.S. exports. It is a country exploding with poten-
tial for U.S. companies and their workers, but the challenges that 
China poses are also real. 

Senator Grassley and I requested a study that uncovered $50 bil-
lion of U.S. intellectual property stolen in China each year. China’s 
under-valued currency also continues to cost U.S. jobs. Too many 
Chinese imports to the United States are dumped or subsidized. It 
is past time to address these problems. 

A recent World Bank study outlined a series of dramatic steps 
that China should take to reform its own economy. They include 
shifting away from market-distorting policies that favor state- 
owned enterprises in China and harm U.S. exporters. I know you 
know all about this study, Mr. Ambassador, and I was briefed by 
Mr. Zoellick, the World Bank president, about it. 

What is important to me about this is that China requested the 
study. China knows that it has to be thinking ahead. China is a 
virtual partner in this study. There are five very significant rec-
ommendations, as you know, that the bank made to the govern-
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ment of China as to how to modernize its economy. I think it is a 
good framework for us to utilize as we are talking with China. 

China’s new leaders, I think, should heed this advice. But we 
cannot simply wait for China to act, we must obviously take steps 
here at home. The Interagency Trade Enforcement Center that the 
administration recently announced is an important step in that di-
rection, and I hope the Senate will further enhance USTR’s effec-
tiveness in dismantling trade barriers in China and around the 
world. This has been USTR’s core mission from day one. No agency 
is better positioned to perform this role than the USTR. 

I look forward to working with you, Mr. Ambassador, and also 
with other government agencies to address these important chal-
lenges that China poses. So let us heed Mr. Churchill’s advice and 
remember that ‘‘success is never final.’’ Let us build on the bipar-
tisan trade successes of last year, and work together on even great-
er trade successes this year. By so doing, let us work together to 
create the jobs our economy needs right now. 

[The prepared statement of Chairman Baucus appears in the ap-
pendix.] 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hatch? 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, 
A U.S. SENATOR FROM UTAH 

Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome, Mr. 
Ambassador. I appreciate the work you do. Mr. Chairman, I want 
to thank you for holding this hearing. Our economy demands a ro-
bust international trade policy, and my hope is that this hearing 
will contribute to the continued development of that agenda. 

To grow our economy and access new customers abroad, we need 
a trade policy that truly opens markets to U.S. goods and services. 
Trade already accounts for approximately 14 percent of our Na-
tion’s GDP, and we have yet to reach our full potential. 

In 2011, our Nation’s exports totaled nearly $1.5 trillion. In 2010, 
companies from my home State of Utah exported over $13.8 billion 
in goods alone to countries around the world. Last year, President 
Obama finally sent to Congress our long-stalled free trade agree-
ments with Colombia, Panama, and South Korea. Congress readily 
approved them. As a result, the American worker can soon harvest 
the market access opportunities that they bring. 

These are positive developments, but the fact remains that Presi-
dent Obama delayed sending the agreements for years, while he 
pursued what we consider to be a misguided health care law, and 
other domestic spending programs. 

Now that the trade agreements are law, President Obama is 
eager to take the credit. Yet it is important to remember that it 
was President Bush’s vision of an aggressive market-opening U.S. 
trade policy that made all 3 trade agreements possible to begin 
with. 

President Bush believed strongly in the power of trade, and 
matched his belief with action. He relentlessly pursued Trade Pro-
motion Authority and, once achieved, quickly negotiated 12 free 
trade agreements with 17 countries. Even U.S. participation in the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership, which some view as President Obama’s 
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signature trade initiative, was actually initiated by President Bush 
and his team in 2008. 

The United States needs that same level of commitment and 
leadership from our President today if we are going to create the 
framework for prosperity tomorrow. Our workers and job creators 
face significant and growing challenges in the world. There are 
over 300 trade agreements in force around the globe, but the U.S. 
is a party to only 14. 

China has been growing at an average rate of between 8 and 10 
percent for many years, and several studies project China will sur-
pass the United States as the world’s largest economy over the 
next decade. Meanwhile, the U.S. economy is projected to grow at 
around 2.3 percent this year, too low to have much impact on the 
persistently high unemployment rate we have suffered under this 
administration. 

Unfortunately, instead of the strong leadership and bold trade vi-
sion that America needs to grow the economy, our President is sat-
isfied with just nibbling at the edges of a comprehensive and coher-
ent trade agenda. I think it is time to move past the achievements 
made possible under Trade Promotion Authority of 2002 and move 
forward with a new trade agenda of substance to address the op-
portunities and challenges the world presents now. 

Mr. Ambassador, I believe you are willing to do that, and I have 
great respect for you in that regard. The President’s new legislative 
trade priority, securing permanent normal trade relations with 
Russia, is, in my opinion, a poor substitute. 

The President would have the Congress pass PNTR and ignore 
Russia’s rampant corruption, theft of U.S. intellectual property, 
poor human rights record, and adversarial foreign policies for a 
market that amounts to 0.05 percent of U.S. exports. Moreover, it 
is a market we will have access to anyway, on an MFN basis under 
the terms of our 1992 trade agreement, once Russia joins the WTO. 

I just wish the President and his administration were straight 
with us and the American people. We hear a lot of rhetoric about 
how the President will only pursue trade policies consistent with 
his values, especially when it comes to the labor policies of our 
democratically elected friends in Latin America. But somehow 
those values vanish in the context of trade with Russia, a corrupt 
and autocratic regime. 

A quick review of the Obama administration’s other trade prior-
ities reveals a similar lack of substance and vision. The President’s 
most recent executive order, creating an Interagency Trade En-
forcement Center, an event Ambassador Kirk called the most sig-
nificant commitment of resources and expertise devoted to trade 
enforcement in 50 years, appears to do nothing more than detail 
personnel from one agency to another, while replicating the core 
statutory mission of the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative. At 
the same time, the President seeks to end USTR’s special role in 
trade policy through a trade agency reorganization, ending 50 
years of achievement by a talented, nimble, and effective agency. 

Now, we need less hyperbole and more concrete action. We can 
start with Trade Promotion Authority. I was quite disturbed to 
hear comments that the President will seek TPA when he decides 
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that he needs it. TPA is not something the President asks for after 
an agreement is negotiated. 

TPA establishes the foundation upon which trade agreement ne-
gotiations and meaningful consultation take place. Article 1, sec-
tion 8 of the Constitution vests Congress with the authority over 
tariffs. Absent congressional delegation of that authority, and con-
sensus directives through TPA, the President has no authority or 
guidance from Congress upon which to negotiate. 

Federal Register notices and staff-level meetings are not a sub-
stitute for TPA. Moreover, many of the elements of the current 
Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiation do not reflect congressional 
directives. 

Finally, few countries will conclude a meaningful trade negotia-
tion with the United States unless the President has the authority 
to negotiate through TPA. But TPA will not become law without 
sustained engagement by the President in a substantive and mean-
ingful way. 

Now, I do appreciate the President’s interest in concluding the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement, but unless this administra-
tion engages with Congress on TPA, and soon, I fear that this im-
portant initiative will fail under the weight of empty rhetoric with-
out action, and that the American people will be left with an 
Obama trade policy that is really nothing more than false hope. 

One final point. I did write you and Secretary Geithner about 
trade and currency policies on September 28, 2011 and January 18, 
2012. I might mention, the administration has not responded to ei-
ther letter. The American people have a right to know what the 
Obama administration position is on currency. Therefore, I would 
ask that both my letters be placed into the hearing record at this 
point, and that the administration response be included in the 
record when it is received, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for this 
time. 

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection. 
[The letters appear in the appendix on p. 39.] 
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch appears in the appen-

dix.] 
The CHAIRMAN. Ambassador Kirk, you know the drill. It is all 

yours. Welcome. We welcome you before the committee. I person-
ally think you have done a great job. I know you work very hard 
on behalf of the United States with respect to other countries. You 
have a small, nimble agency which I think increases its effective-
ness, and I appreciate all that you have done. 

STATEMENT OF HON. RONALD KIRK, U.S. TRADE REPRESENT-
ATIVE, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, WASH-
INGTON, DC 

Ambassador KIRK. Mr. Chairman, thank you for your kind 
words. It has been a privilege to work with you and the other mem-
bers of this committee. I very much appreciate the opportunity to 
visit with you today about our 2012 trade agenda. 

As you referenced in your remarks, Mr. Chairman, it was a little 
over a year ago that we shared with you our commitment to ad-
vance the trade agreements with Korea, Colombia, and Panama, to 
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work with you to renew Trade Adjustment Assistance, as well as 
extending our trade preference programs. 

At that time some, frankly, questioned whether our efforts were 
taking too long, or if we were seeking too much. But working with 
you and other members of Congress, all of this and more was ac-
complished last year. Together, we did the hard work necessary to 
pass these measures on one historic evening, and we built what I 
believe is a new bipartisan template for trade policy that opens 
markets and levels the playing field for American businesses, work-
ers, farmers, ranchers, manufacturers, and service providers. 

This year, with your help, we will advance another ambitious 
trade agenda, and I would like to highlight just a few of our key 
initiatives from the President’s trade policy agenda for 2012. 

First, as you noted, the recent U.S.-Korea trade agreement will 
enter into force on March 15th. At the same time, we continue to 
work diligently with the governments of Colombia and Panama to 
fulfill their commitments, so that those agreements can come into 
force as soon as possible, as well. 

We are also moving full speed ahead in our negotiations in the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership. Building on the broad outlines of the an-
nouncement last November at APEC by our leaders, we seek to 
conclude a landmark TPP agreement this year. It will address 
cross-cutting issues, such as promoting regulatory coherence among 
our partners, and participation of more small businesses in Asia- 
Pacific trade, as well as regional supply chains that promote U.S. 
jobs. 

As we consider the entry of additional countries, we will continue 
to coordinate closely with you to ensure that any new participants 
meet the TPP’s high standards and address concerns raised by you 
and other stakeholders. 

As we move toward negotiating outcomes, the administration will 
explore issues regarding additional Trade Promotion Authority nec-
essary to approve the TPP and future trade agreements. This year 
we will continue our efforts to have even tougher trade enforce-
ment, which has been a priority for the Obama administration from 
day one. 

Our new Interagency Trade Enforcement Center will challenge 
even more aggressively the kinds of unfair trade practices that 
USTR fights fiercely every day, from China’s improper restrictions 
on industrial raw materials to improper subsidies by the EU and 
other partners. 

As we consider enforcement, I want to especially thank this com-
mittee for working together to defend the rights of U.S. workers 
and businesses who face unfairly subsidized imports from countries 
like China, and you stood up for them by working to pass, in a bi-
partisan manner, legislation to address the GPX lawsuit. 

This year we are also ready to seize the benefits and enforcement 
tools available to the United States as Russia seeks and prepares 
to join the World Trade Organization. To do so, we must work to-
gether to terminate Russia’s Jackson-Vanik status as soon as pos-
sible. Only then will American firms enjoy the same benefits of 
Russia’s WTO membership as our international competitors. 

President Obama’s pursuit of enhanced trade to support Amer-
ican jobs extends across all geographic regions and all major eco-
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nomic sectors. At the President’s direction, we are engaged with 
the European Union to deepen our trans-Atlantic trade relation-
ship, and we are also eager to work with Congress to make imme-
diate progress with sub-Saharan Africa as well as CAFTA countries 
on issues like third-country fabric and textiles and apparel rules of 
origin. 

At the World Trade Organization, we will continue to look for 
fresh, credible approaches to market-opening trade negotiations in 
the Doha Development Round, and along with it plurilateral op-
tions such as services. Working together, we can stay on track to 
meet the President’s goal to double U.S. exports and support more 
jobs for more Americans. I appreciate your thoughtful consideration 
of these critical issues and your continued support of a forward- 
leaning, job-creating trade agenda. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Kirk appears in the ap-

pendix.] 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador. 
I would like to talk a little bit about Russia PNTR. What benefits 

will U.S. companies receive when Russia joins WTO? 
Ambassador KIRK. First of all, I appreciate your comments in 

your opening remarks, Mr. Chairman. I would associate myself 
with all of them. 

Were we to not address the Jackson-Vanik application of Russia, 
we would be limited to those benefits per our bilateral agreement, 
but we would lose all of the ability to enforce them and hold Russia 
accountable to the commitments it is making as a member of the 
World Trade Organization. 

If we act as you have suggested, and we agree to lift the Jackson- 
Vanik restrictions and extend to Russia permanent normal trade 
relations, then our exporters, our farmers, and ranchers not only 
have the benefits of the tariff cuts, but more important, we have 
the ability to hold Russia accountable when they do not live up to 
those commitments. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now some people say, if the United States grants 
PNTR to Russia, the United States is giving something to Russia, 
when in fact the opposite is true. That is, if we repeal Jackson- 
Vanik and Russia joins the WTO, the Duma passes it, then frankly 
we will be getting something. That is, the United States’ people 
will be getting the benefits of the WTO. Whereas, if Jackson-Vanik 
is not repealed, the United States is not getting the benefits of Rus-
sia’s entrance into the WTO. Is that correct? 

Ambassador KIRK. That is absolutely correct. Mr. Chairman, 
your expression of it as a 1-way street is exactly correct. Russia is 
reducing their tariffs, bringing them down to the norms. The 
United States has to make not one single change in our laws, our 
tariffs, or duties. If Russia moves into the World Trade Organiza-
tion and we do not act, then our exporters are going to be at a com-
petitive disadvantage. This is decidedly in our interests to address 
this. 

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell me, are Jewish groups in Russia in 
favor or not in favor of the repeal of Jackson-Vanik? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, Mr. Chairman, you have the advantage 
of having been to Russia more recently than I have. I am a bit 
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hesitant to try to speak on behalf of a group as broadly as all Jew-
ish groups in Russia. I will say many of those who advocated for 
Jackson-Vanik at the time, both in Russia and here, feel that it 
served its purpose. 

Jackson-Vanik was about allowing Russian Jews to be able to 
emigrate more freely from that country. I am told some 2, almost 
2.5 million Jews have now had that ability to do that, and they are 
living in Europe, the United States, many in Israel. So in some 
cases, Jackson-Vanik has served the purpose. 

The CHAIRMAN. It is my very strong impression that Jewish 
groups are in favor of repeal. I talked with a fellow, Rabbi Gold-
stein, who is one of the chief rabbis in Russia, and he told me he 
very strongly favors repeal of Jackson-Vanik. He even said to me, 
‘‘Senator, we will be your foot soldiers in the United States. I will 
organize in the United States, because it is just very important 
that Jackson-Vanik be repealed.’’ 

What about human rights groups? Human rights groups, for 
some time, have been using Jackson-Vanik as leverage. Is it your 
understanding that human rights groups in Russia favor or do not 
favor repeal of Jackson-Vanik? 

Ambassador KIRK. My sentiment is similar to what you ex-
pressed. While there are still very serious concerns about human 
rights and a more full seeding of democracy, they see the lifting of 
Jackson-Vanik—and frankly, Russia being a part of a rules-based 
system—as aiding that, as not being contrary to our broader con-
cerns about human rights. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Now, I see Senator Cardin here. He 
and other Senators have raised various very important concerns 
about the Magnitsky case in Russia. That is, where a lawyer, 
Magnitsky, died while in prison. He could well have been murdered 
while he was in prison. My question is, when we address this issue 
of repealing Jackson-Vanik, there are some very serious issues the 
United States has with Russia. This is one. How do you suggest 
this be dealt with? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, I believe we can do both. Senator Cardin 
has spoken out very strongly on this. I think, as you know, Sen-
ator, his concerns are shared by the administration. First of all, the 
administration has acted. The State Department’s policy right now 
is to deny visas to those who were involved in the torture or abuse 
of other human beings. 

This administration—President Obama issued an executive order 
that accomplishes, for the most part, what Senator Cardin is seek-
ing to do by his legislation. But, as you have noted, I think we have 
to move on parallel tracks. We will continue to engage and press 
Russia on issues of human rights, but when it comes to Russia’s 
entry into the World Trade Organization, which they will do later 
this summer, it is equally important that we lift the Jackson-Vanik 
restrictions so that our farmers, ranchers, and businesses are not 
put at a competitive disadvantage. 

The CHAIRMAN. It is a very vexing question here, and that is 
Russia’s providing arms to Syria. That is pretty serious. Should 
that get in the way of repeal of Jackson-Vanik? 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, I do not want to sound insensitive. 
We are very concerned, and I know the administration has spoken 
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very critically of Russia’s actions with respect to Syria, but I be-
lieve this Congress can address all of those, and do them on par-
allel tracks. It is still the responsible thing to do, to move as you 
suggested and lift Jackson-Vanik and grant Russia permanent nor-
mal trade relations status. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hatch? 
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Welcome, Mr. Ambassador. We appreciate you being here today. 

USTR’s fiscal year 2013 budget justification states, ‘‘In fiscal year 
2013, USTR will be finalizing the legal text of, and seeking con-
gressional approval for, the first tranche of the TPP agreement, the 
President’s signature trade initiative, and is expected to begin inte-
grating additional TPP members, including Japan, Canada, and 
Mexico, in what would be cumulatively the single-largest trade 
agreement initiative by trade volume in U.S. history.’’ 

Now, according to this statement, the administration intends to 
complete the TPP negotiation and get it approved by Congress be-
fore Japan, Canada, Mexico, or any other country, joins. Is that 
correct? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, our first objective, Senator Hatch, is to 
complete work on the text—which was the directive our leaders 
gave us in APEC—and see if we cannot get that done this year. We 
welcome the expression of interest by Japan, Canada, and Mexico 
in particular. If you will recall, part of our rationale for moving for-
ward with the TPP negotiations is, we see it as an open architec-
ture. 

We believe this can be the vehicle by which we rationalize trade 
throughout the Asia-Pacific, but I want to be careful. I do not know 
that we have made a final decision that we have to conclude before 
we welcome others, but we want to make sure that any new part-
ners understand the standards and objectives that we are attempt-
ing to achieve in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and that they are 
willing to meet those standards before we bring them into the proc-
ess. 

Senator HATCH. It also appears from this statement that Presi-
dent Obama has already decided to integrate Japan, Canada, and 
Mexico into the TPP. Now, that is correct, is it not? 

Ambassador KIRK. We have not predetermined anything. We 
very much welcomed their expression of interest, but as we have 
noted, and in working with this committee, we have a very defined 
process by which we work with you, and House Ways and Means 
and others, to make a determination for entering FTA negotiations 
with any partner. We have begun that process, but we want to 
work through that process before we make a final judgment. 

Senator HATCH. All right. Does the administration plan on con-
cluding the TPP, the President’s signature trade initiative, without 
TPA? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, we are working diligently, as you have 
noted, to try to conclude work on the text of the agreement. We will 
also engage with Congress on the steps that we would need to im-
plement a new Trade Promotion Authority, not only for TPP but 
for others. 

But we believe not having TPA right now does not hinder those 
negotiations. We are proceeding as if we have had it. As you have 
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referenced, we have had, Senator, almost 350 consultations with 
Congress, so there are no surprises here, but we believe we can 
move forward on a parallel track. 

Senator HATCH. My staff is ready to sit down with your team to 
start negotiating the terms of the TPA today. Can we get those ne-
gotiations started on that basis? 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, we are pleased, and we welcome you 
and your staff ’s strong interest on this. At the appropriate time, we 
will be more than happy to sit down with you and other members 
to begin to develop the outlines of Trade Promotion Authority. 

Senator HATCH. All right. As you know, Mr. Ambassador, trade 
enforcement is a high priority for Senators on both sides of the 
aisle here in the Senate. This committee worked for years with 
USTR to ensure that American interests are defended and our 
agreements enforced. 

I am very troubled, however, that the pattern of the President’s 
trade policy by press release continues unabated. The creation of 
the Interagency Trade Enforcement Center is, in my opinion, a per-
fect example. 

Now, the ITEC was touted in the State of the Union address and 
promoted in multiple press releases and press calls with senior offi-
cials. Such a high public profile makes one think that the creation 
of ITEC is an event of great significance. In fact, during one of 
these press briefings, you yourself called the ITEC ‘‘the most sig-
nificant commitment of resources and expertise devoted to trade 
enforcement in more than 50 years.’’ 

Now, despite deploying senior political officials to do press calls, 
no one from your office or the administration has offered to brief 
any Senator on this committee or our staff about this new initia-
tive, not before, during, or after its creation. Now, is this what the 
President means by ‘‘unprecedented congressional consultations’’? 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, I very much respect and appreciate 
your support for our trade initiatives. But I would have to note 
that, from the very beginning of the first trade agenda that we pre-
sented to this committee in 2009, the Obama administration made 
it plain that we believed, in order to get the American public back 
on board with our trade strategy, we could not just focus on negoti-
ating FTAs, we had to be more faithful to enforcement. 

I would submit, respectfully, that we have a stronger record on 
trade enforcement than any administration over the last 20 or 30 
years. The President gave notice to the Congress that he wanted 
to address enforcement in his State of the Union address, that we 
were going to make this a priority. 

We have visited with a number of members of Congress and your 
staff on this, and we are moving forward with what I believe is an 
appropriate and a thoughtful approach to bringing all of our re-
sources together so that our enforcement activities are not hin-
dered, or at all slowed down, by a lack of resources. 

Senator HATCH. Well, my concern is, why no consultations on the 
ITEC? There have not been any consultations. 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, we have just created the ITEC, and we 
will be happy to continue to work with this Congress. But the 
President has made it known: we will not yield in our responsi-
bility to stand up for the rights of American workers and manufac-
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turers and farmers, and we will continue an aggressive trade en-
forcement policy to effectuate that. 

Senator HATCH. My time is up, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wyden? 
Senator WYDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ambassador Kirk, it is good to see you. Thank you for always 

being so accessible. As chairman of our subcommittee here, our 
Trade Subcommittee, it has always been easy to get in touch with 
you, and I appreciate that. 

I want to start my questioning with the Anti-Counterfeiting 
Trade Agreement matter that you and I have been discussing. 
This, of course, is an international accord that seeks to establish 
online intellectual property rights and disciplines in the intellectual 
property rights area. 

As we have talked about, many in our country believe that it 
raises many of the same issues that have been on the table in what 
is called the Protect IP Act, and also the SOPA legislation, the Stop 
Online Piracy Act. 

Now, right before the hearing, the Obama administration sent 
me a letter indicating that they believe the agreement is legally 
binding, and that, of course, is in line with the conversation that 
you and I had late yesterday. So, I appreciate that. 

Let me turn now to some of the implications, since the adminis-
tration has now—and it has been a long time in coming; we have 
been talking about that—finally articulated a position that the ad-
ministration considers the agreement legally binding. 

So my first question is, if I and my colleagues here in the Senate 
pass legislation to enhance competition and innovation on the 
Internet that runs contrary to the provisions of ACTA, could ACTA 
party nations retaliate against the United States or sue us in inter-
national court if we pass legislation like that? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, Senator, first of all, thank you for your 
strong interest in making sure the United States has the strongest 
intellectual property rights protection for our industries, since I 
think we all understand a critical part of our competitiveness lies 
in our innovation, and we have to combat piracy and theft of that 
innovation around the world. That is singularly what ACTA was 
designed to address. 

It would be difficult for me to answer a complete hypothetical on 
what other countries would do, but I would say ACTA, as in any 
other FTA that we have entered, does nothing to constrain this 
Congress from continuing to pass legislation to regulate in the in-
terest of the safety, the health, and protection of America’s families 
and our economy. 

So, nothing in ACTA would constrain this Congress from acting 
in the future. If Congress were to address additional IPR protec-
tions, then at that time we would work with Congress to make sure 
that our international commitments are left in place, and advise 
what steps would be necessary to protect us then. 

Senator WYDEN. Mr. Ambassador, respectfully, I differ on this 
point. It seems to me that this really boxes the Congress in on 
some very important questions with respect to promoting Internet 
freedom, and competition and innovation on the net, because the 
Congress is now going to have to sort of be looking over our shoul-
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der with respect to whether or not we have done something that 
could cause an active party nation to sue us. 

So my question on this point is, all over the world you have par-
liaments and legislators having debates, the people’s representa-
tives, having debates on whether or not to pass ACTA. Why should 
the U.S. Senate not consider something like this? As you know, the 
traditional practice is, when something is considered a treaty, a 
binding agreement, it comes to the U.S. Senate. It comes to Chair-
man Baucus’s committee. Why should the Senate not be debating 
and considering something like this? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, Senator, we have had, I think, lengthy 
conversations with you and your staff, and I know you have written 
us, State, and others, and we have given you a written response 
to that. We believe it is a legally binding agreement, entered by the 
executive administration with the authority given by this Congress. 
It has been used by previous administrations to enter agreements 
where Congress has frankly asked us to act. 

You mentioned the 2008 pro-IP Act. In that legislation, Congress 
expressly directs the executive branch ‘‘to work with other coun-
tries to establish international standards and policies for the effec-
tive protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights.’’ So 
this agreement was entered into with the express direction of Con-
gress to take these steps to make sure American innovation is pro-
tected around the world. I will draw—— 

Senator WYDEN. Just on that point, Mr. Ambassador. Millions of 
Americans e-mailed and called the Congress with respect to Protect 
IP, and it was withdrawn at this time. 

Mr. Chairman, I know I will have some additional questions, and 
I thank you for your courtesy. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Carper? 
Senator CARPER. Thanks. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Ambassador, it is great to see you. The President has, I 

think, made a number of excellent appointments to his Cabinet, 
and I put you right at the top of the list. That is the good news. 
Unfortunately, I am the only one who feels that way. [Laughter.] 

Ambassador KIRK. I hope not, but thank you. 
Senator CARPER. No. I think we all feel that way. Thank you for 

the good work that you and your team continue to do. 
Believe it or not, we make a whole lot of things in Delaware that 

are sold all over the world. You must think I am Johnny One-Note, 
because one of the issues I talk with you most about is poultry. I 
like to think our economy sort of stands on 3 or 4 legs, including 
tourism, including agricultural, manufacturing, legal services. We 
have a lot of folks incorporated in our State. So, there is a lot of 
diversity to our economy. 

But our agricultural economy, which is pretty significant—very 
significant, actually—is 80 percent poultry. So that is one of the 
reasons that I am always mindful in raising this issue with you, 
and your folks, and with Secretary Vilsack. 

You all have been great, very, very supportive, and we are grate-
ful for the attention that the President and the Vice President paid 
to this. We are not the only State that raises chickens, but we have 
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300 of them for every person in Delaware, so it is a matter of spe-
cial concern to us. 

I think until just a couple of years ago, Russia and China were 
the top two countries for U.S. poultry exports. For every five chick-
ens that are raised in the U.S., we export one. If you go back 20 
years ago, out of every 100, we exported three. So, there is a dra-
matic increase, I think almost a doubling of poultry exports just in 
the last 5 or 6 years. So this is a matter of interest to a bunch of 
States. 

But recently this has shifted as a result of factors including, as 
you know, Russia’s ban on U.S. poultry a couple of years ago and 
China’s imposition of unfair antidumping and countervailing du-
ties. I really do appreciate the administration’s work on both of 
these issues, most recently with regard to the dispute settlement 
process, and the matter with China. 

As you know, the poultry industry, as I said, is really important 
to us. We export not only out of the Delmarva Peninsula, but all 
over the country. One out of every five chickens that we raise, we 
send someplace else, we sell someplace else. So, it is really impor-
tant to try to open new markets where we can. 

Many believe that one of the new markets that could be very 
promising is India, and I would welcome any thoughts that you 
have there. We are not allowed to sell much poultry into India, but 
it could be a huge market for us. 

But many believe that the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement 
will set the standard for agreements going forward, making it of 
the utmost importance that we ensure poultry producers get a fair 
shot there. 

Last year, I believe Mexico was the 2nd-largest market for U.S. 
poultry exports. Number two. However, it has come to my attention 
that the Mexican government has brought an antidumping case 
against the U.S. poultry industry, which the industry asserts is 
frivolous. I would be concerned in supporting Mexico joining the 
TPP discussions, if they were to impose the established duties on 
U.S. poultry. 

I am just going to ask if you might provide us with an update 
as to any action we are taking to resolve this particular situation 
with Mexico, and also any thoughts you have on the export of poul-
try to India. Thank you. 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, thank you for your comments about 
our work. I would say broadly, I think all of the members of this 
committee understand how extraordinarily important export mar-
kets are to all agriculture. It is the most export-dependent of any 
industry. The good news is, over the past 2 years, as we have 
sought to meet the President’s goal of doubling exports, our agricul-
tural exports are up dramatically. 

In fact, 2011 was a record year, just slightly under, I believe, 
$148 billion, and across the board. One of the reasons is that, as 
new consumers around the world have more money to spend, and 
they are moving from diets that may have consisted solely of rice 
and grains, they now have a need and a taste for protein. Typically 
they start with pork and poultry. So, this is significant to us. 

As you noted, we have challenged China’s antidumping duties 
they placed on U.S. poultry in the WTO, and frankly just yesterday 
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we requested consultations with India over actions they have taken 
to bar poultry in their market, for all the reasons that you articu-
lated, and we continue to dialogue with Mexico over their actions. 

But I would note that still, as much as we are pursuing new 
markets, Canada and Mexico continue, in most cases, to be two of 
our best three trading markets around the world. But we will con-
tinue to aggressively work with our Secretary of Agriculture and 
others to make sure that we have access to these critical markets. 

Senator CARPER. All right. Well, it is important to a lot of States, 
and especially to ours and to Delmarva as well. So, I would just 
say ‘‘thank you’’ for raising these issues with India, Mexico, China, 
and others. I would just urge you to, as we say in Delmarva, keep 
squawking. 

Ambassador KIRK. We will keep squawking. I would note though, 
again, this is another reason we believe getting Russia into the 
WTO would give us an advantage we do not have, because we 
would have the ability to challenge some of their agriculture poli-
cies we believe are not based on sound sanitary and phytosanitary 
practices. 

Senator CARPER. Good. Good for you. Thanks so much. Keep up 
the good work. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Roberts? 
Senator ROBERTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for 

holding the hearing. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador, for taking the 
time out of your very valuable time. Thank you for emphasizing the 
increase in our exports. That is certainly good news, in keeping 
with world demand. 

I have a repeat question that Senator Hatch brought up. As 
usual, he was right on target. The administration having TPA be-
fore trying to initiate other trade negotiations, I think that would 
signal the administration’s seriousness, not only to our TPP part-
ners, but to the world, that the United States is ready to open mar-
kets for U.S. exporters regardless of where they are. 

Now, you said the administration will explore issues regarding 
additional Trade Promotion Authority necessary to approve the 
TPP and future trade agreements. What are we talking about? 
What issues do you expect to explore? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, Senator, again, thank you for your 
strong support, particularly of our passing the trade agreements 
last year. 

One of the things we want to do is make sure that when we work 
with you, which we will to draft new Trade Promotion Authority, 
we are also addressing issues that are relevant in today’s economy. 
For example, when we last had TPA, it did not envision, perhaps, 
some of the challenges that we are trying to address in the Trans- 
Pacific Partnership, of dealing with countries in which there is a 
predominance of state-owned enterprises or some of the issues that 
are imbedded in having a more digital economy and making sure 
that we have an open architecture for that. 

So we want to make sure that we engage with you on these next- 
generation issues so that it is broad enough that they can be ad-
dressed, not only in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, but in any fu-
ture trade agreements we might see. 
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Senator ROBERTS. Well, we look forward to working with you on 
that. I am sorry the Senator from Delaware has left, indicating he 
has 300 chickens for every American. I was going to ask him if 
they were free-range chickens, but that is another issue that prob-
ably we do not want to get into. 

At any rate, we have more cows than people in Kansas. They are 
in a better mood right now. You have the same thing in regards 
to Texas. Give me an update on China, Taiwan, and Japan in re-
gards to beef exports. We have talked about poultry, and we have 
talked about pork. Let us move to beef. My cowboys want to know 
why we are not exporting to those three countries. 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, Senator, as you know, those are critical 
markets to us, and we have been struggling for almost 10 years 
now to get back into that Asia-Pacific market. The good news is, 
our beef exports are up dramatically across the board, and particu-
larly in Korea. 

We continue to work with this committee and others to get full 
normalization of our beef exports in all of those markets. So our ob-
jective for China, Taiwan, and Japan is no different than it is for 
other markets, and that is to have those countries allow our U.S. 
protein, which is some of the safest for consumers around the 
world, into those markets absent some sound scientific basis to 
keep it out of those markets. 

We have been pressing Taiwan and Japan in particular. I think 
you know we have pressed China. Secretary Vilsak and I have 
raised this at the highest levels. We are somewhat encouraged 
Japan is moving to a scientific study now to address some of the 
concerns we have raised, and hopefully we may be able to see some 
movement back into that market. We had what we thought was a 
common-sense agreement with Taiwan last year about this time, 
but as you know we retreated for them. But rest assured, this re-
mains very high on our agenda. 

Senator ROBERTS. Well, I hope they can approach it with a sound 
science approach, as opposed to the political approach, which is 
very easy to do. I thank you for your cooperation with the Sec-
retary. 

You have established—not you, but the administration has estab-
lished—an Interagency Trade Enforcement Center. I thought that 
was brought up by Senator Hatch—and perhaps the chairman— 
and it was by executive order. If there is one thing I am a little 
fatigued about, it is basically that I am about executive ordered- 
out. This is a new enforcement unit. I do not know how many folks 
you have envisioned. 

I do not know if they have parking places, and if they are perma-
nent, and everything else, but I always thought that basically you 
folks did that at USTR, and I do not know why establishing an-
other layer by executive order, not even coming to this committee, 
will increase your ability to better coordinate with existing trade- 
related organizations. So what metrics support this conclusion, this 
demand for enforcement? Where is the reason for this, and how 
many folks are you talking about now? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, currently USTR—thank you. I appre-
ciate all of the members’ comments about our work at USTR—the 
strength of it is, we are one of the smaller, more nimble agencies 
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of government. But what I have heard from members on both sides 
of the aisle, and you have heard from the administration, is we all 
realize that just entering new trade agreements is only half the 
story. We have to make sure we get the full benefits of them. 

One of the things that this committee asked me to do, when I 
came before you for a confirmation, was to enforce our agreements. 
Now, we have done, I think, a more than commendable job in doing 
that at USTR. For example, we have doubled the number of cases 
we have brought against China. We have probably a 99-percent 
success rate on cases we bring at the WTO. 

But the President believes we should not be constrained from 
moving as aggressively as we can, not just against China, but any 
of our trading partners, to deal with subsidies, to deal with unfair 
competition. And so, as part of the outgrowth of this National Ex-
port Initiative, the President has directed all of us in the adminis-
tration to work more closely together. That is what we are seeking 
to do through this Trade Enforcement Center, and it will make 
sure that we are not resource-constrained as we seek to deal with 
unfair trade barriers around the world. 

Senator ROBERTS. I appreciate your answer. 
Mr. Chairman, my time is up, but I would only say that, if Sen-

ator Coburn was here, he would point out that the GAO has identi-
fied 32 areas of duplication in your annual report, and it would 
seem to me that you could do the job at USTR. You have a great 
record going. 

I do not know why you have to add an additional marine grade, 
and then call them something else, and have them enforce it. You 
are doing it. If you need more people you ought to just do it under 
the USTR. Why, by executive order, are we doing this? You do not 
have to answer that. I think you have already tried. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Grassley? 
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I have a very short statement 

that I want to put in the record, then I will ask questions. Most 
of my statement is talking about the need for Trade Promotion Au-
thority and that we need to be talking about that more. 

[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley appears in the ap-
pendix.] 

Senator GRASSLEY. Ambassador Kirk, welcome. I have the same 
interest that Senator Roberts had about the coordinating com-
mittee, or whatever it is. But I would like to ask you in addition 
to what Senator Roberts did, do you have a recent example of 
where USTR, or another agency, has failed to properly coordinate 
the trade enforcement matter, that you have not had cooperation? 

Ambassador KIRK. It is not that we have not had cooperation, 
but I think it is a thoughtful, appropriate step by the President to 
make sure we are being as efficient as we can. I would say, in some 
of our cases in particular that involve countries in which we have 
to translate huge volumes of documents, and in particular where 
we have to gather a lot of information, given the size, the modest 
size of our legal staff at USTR, we have to be very discriminating 
in which cases we take. 
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We have not in the past had translation services imbedded with-
in our agency, so in many cases we are going to State and other 
agencies to get those. I think the President wisely brought all the 
agencies, whether it is the ITA at Commerce, elements of State, 
Agriculture, together to make sure we can work as cooperatively 
and efficiently as possible, and hopefully do it in a more cost- 
efficient manner to the taxpayers. 

Senator GRASSLEY. In regard to WTO and Russia, I will ask a 
question first, and then I want to say something about it. What as-
surances could you give me that the administration will succeed in 
getting an enforceable SPS agreement with the Russians on pork? 
You may recall that last year you and I exchanged issues on this. 
Quite frankly, I am surprised that this is still an issue. 

Unless I was misled, when Senator Leahy, I, and others were in 
Moscow last June, we discussed this with the Russian Foreign Min-
ister. At that time there were meetings going on in Geneva over 
this issue, and of course Russia is very interested, at least it was 
under the previous administration, under Medvedev, to get into the 
WTO. So this is still an issue, evidently. So where are we on it? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, as you know, because of the support of 
you and Chairman Baucus and many others and the leadership of 
our President, we are now in a position that Russia was formally 
invited to join the World Trade Organization at our 8th ministerial 
meeting in Geneva in December. Russia will finalize their process 
of what they need to do, probably sometime this summer, they 
have told us. 

So specifically to address your concerns about SPS, unless the 
United States lifts the Jackson-Vanik restrictions and grants Rus-
sia permanent normal trade relations status, we will be in the 
unique position that we will have some access to the tariff reduc-
tions because of our previous bilateral treaty, but we will not have 
the benefits of any of the enforcement ranges. 

So, in order for us to address Russia’s practices, for example, 
that you implied do not meet SPS standards, it is critical that we 
lift Jackson-Vanik and grant them PNTR so that we have full ac-
cess to the range of enforcement tools that would be available 
through the World Trade Organization. 

Senator GRASSLEY. So in other words, we are not going to get out 
of Russia agreements that they are going to abide by the normal 
SPS agreements? We are going to have to let them into the WTO 
and then take them to the WTO to get what we consider ought to 
be a level playing field, even for their entrance into the WTO? 

Ambassador KIRK. No. No, Senator. I want to make it plain: Rus-
sia is making those commitments as part of their accession to the 
WTO. 

Senator GRASSLEY. All right. All right. 
Ambassador KIRK. Because we have Jackson-Vanik, we have had 

to invoke something called non-application, which means, if we do 
not lift Jackson-Vanik, then we do not have the benefits of those 
commitments that Russia has made. So, quite the contrary, they 
are making them, but for us to have the benefits of them, we need 
to grant them permanent normal trade relations status. 

Senator GRASSLEY. My last question would be, is the USTR going 
to use the opportunity of high-level discussions with the EU to ad-
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dress some of the challenges that U.S. agriculture faces with the 
EU? And you are engaging in these high-level discussions right 
now with the EU. 

Ambassador KIRK. We absolutely will, Senator. Again, we appre-
ciate your strong support of our efforts. We had a very good success 
as a result of these negotiations. I think 2 weeks ago we announced 
a reciprocal certification unit for organic products. We still have 
challenges because of Russia’s renewable energy directive, and oth-
ers. 

But, as part of this high-level working group, we are broadly 
having a discussion about all issues that would allow us to deepen 
our trade relationship, which by way of background is by far the 
strongest commercial relationship in the world. 

My directive to our team is that everything is on the table, but 
we should invoke the trade equivalent of the Hippocratic Oath and 
make sure we do no harm. But we are putting everything on the 
table. 

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Menendez? Oh, sorry. Senator Thune has returned. 

Thank you, Senator. You are next. 
Senator THUNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you 

and the ranking member for having the hearing today. Ambassador 
Kirk, thank you for your willingness to testify. 

We all know how important trade is to our economy. Ninety-five 
percent of the world’s population lives outside the United States, 
yet we generate more than a fifth of the world’s income. 

So the way to maintain that level of income is to continue to 
open up markets and expand the sale of American-made goods and 
services. I may not agree with every approach to trade advocated 
by the President, but I certainly believe that, working together, we 
can continue what I think is an incredible success story that is 
America’s export economy. 

Just this week we saw—Chairman Baucus and I were able to 
work with our colleagues to get through the Senate something 
that—in a matter of days—is an important trade enforcement law, 
which around here, I might add, is warp speed. That does not hap-
pen very often. But I hope that the President will sign that into 
law, and I look forward to working cooperatively on a trade agenda 
moving forward. 

I wanted to highlight a couple of things quickly, if I might. The 
first is Japan’s inclusion, and the potential importance of that in-
clusion, in the TPP from the perspective of American agricultural 
exports. Japan is the world’s 3rd-largest economy, and has histori-
cally been a very important market for our exports. Their interest 
in joining TPP leads me to believe that they are committed to 
adopting the high standards of the TPP. 

However, there remain a significant number of outstanding 
issues that need to be addressed concerning the persistent barriers 
that they put up to certain segments of American agriculture, as 
well as autos and services, for that matter, and including issues re-
garding Japan Post. 

Can you assure me that you will remain vigilant in addressing 
these concerns so that, if Japan does eventually join the TPP nego-
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tiations, we will be likely to see real benefits to our farmers, ranch-
ers, manufacturers, and service providers? 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, absolutely, I will give you that assur-
ance. First of all, thank you, Chairman Baucus and other members 
of the committee, for the very important action that you took to 
protect American manufacturers and exporters against dumping, 
and the speed with which you addressed it. 

I do think that speaks well of how quickly we can work together, 
as a Congress, to do things that are in the interests of American 
businesses and workers. So, thank you for that. I think you know 
we have pressed, and are going to continue to press, Japan to fully 
open their market and meet their obligations with respect to open-
ing their agriculture, and on insurance, whether they join TPP or 
not. 

I want to make it plain: we do not see any linkage of those. 
These are issues we have been pressing Japan for action on. Sec-
ond, we welcome Japan’s interest in joining the Trans-Pacific Part-
nership as we do Canada’s and Mexico’s, but, as we have said to 
all of the members, this is something countries aspire to, and that 
means you have to be willing to meet the high standards we are 
seeking to achieve throughout the partnership and that everything 
has to be on the table. 

Now, we are encouraged with Prime Minister Noda’s leadership 
on this, but one of the things about our Federal Register system 
is, Japan knows fully the concerns that you have expressed, and 
other stakeholders, and we are going to engage them very honestly 
on how we would address those concerns, particularly with respect 
to autos, and the insurance markets, and agriculture. 

Senator THUNE. All right. Good. Thank you. 
As you probably know, my home State of South Dakota is a 

major ethanol producer. I would like to bring your attention to con-
cerns I am hearing from ethanol producers regarding actions by 
Brazil, which consumes about a third of our ethanol exports and 
is America’s largest ethanol export market. 

Our Nation has gone from a net importer of ethanol as recently 
as 2008 to exporting 1.2 billion gallons last year, which far exceeds 
the export volumes of any other nation. Recently, however, the U.S. 
ethanol industry has complained that, while the U.S. has removed 
our barriers to ethanol imports, Brazil has been erecting barriers 
to our ethanol exports. 

Specifically the State of São Paulo, which serves as the entry 
point for almost three-fourths of all exports from the U.S., recently 
announced a discriminatory tax scheme, whereby imported ethanol 
must pay the ICMS sales tax at the point of Customs entry, while 
at the same time deferring payment of the ICMS tax for domestic 
product. 

As a result of this policy, American ethanol exports through São 
Paulo are being disadvantaged by requiring them to pay a tax upon 
entry, but at the same time a domestic product is allowed to pay 
the tax at a later date, if at all. In light of that, I would be inter-
ested in knowing what efforts you might be engaging in, or are 
planning to engage in, to address claims that these recent efforts 
are erecting technical barriers to trade, or otherwise preventing 
free and fair trade with Brazil. 
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Ambassador KIRK. Senator, we believe, as you do, this should be 
an open and unfettered market. I do think—and not to be repet-
itive—it is a very good-news story, how quickly we went from pro-
ducing a limited amount of ethanol to being a net exporter. That 
is a tremendous export opportunity for us. We have heard from the 
same industries you have. We will use every bit of leverage we 
have, to be frank, including the forthcoming visit from President 
Rousseff, to raise these issues. 

When President Obama visited Brazil last year at this time, I 
think you know we created, through USTR, a trade agreement en-
hancement committee. We will be meeting next week, and we will 
raise all of these issues. We might, with your permission, like to 
reach out with you to get a little more background. 

Senator THUNE. Yes. We would be happy to provide that, and I 
hope that you would be able to engage them on this issue when you 
meet with them. That would be very helpful. 

Ambassador KIRK. We would be happy to. 
Senator THUNE. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Snowe? 
Senator SNOWE. Mr. Ambassador, welcome. 
Back in June, I sent a letter, along with some other colleagues, 

concerning the TPP with respect to the impact it would have on the 
rubber footwear industry. As you know, in our State, and actually 
in the country, we have the last rubber athletic footwear manufac-
turer, New Balance, that provides more than 2,000 jobs in this 
country and almost 900 jobs in the State of Maine. 

The concern is that the agreement will not exclude the reduc-
tions in duties on imported products from Vietnam, which is really 
the largest producer of rubber footwear, and would have a severe 
impact on an industry and jobs with respect to New Balance. 

So can you tell—I know we have had some conversations with 
your staff, and this is a very serious issue, because it would be to 
the detriment of this industry that is invaluable and manufactures 
shoes and footwear for our military as well. But it would provide 
a severe disadvantage to this industry, without question, since 
Vietnam pays on average 46 cents an hour, whereas New Balance 
pays $10 an hour. 

So can you tell us the status of those negotiations and discus-
sions? Because I understand there will be a market access discus-
sion with Vietnam with respect to the TPP. 

Ambassador KIRK. I am happy to try to provide further clarity 
on that. But again, thank you, Senator, for your extraordinary 
service to our country throughout your time in the Senate. 

Senator SNOWE. Thank you. 
Ambassador KIRK. I appreciate your education of me on a num-

ber of issues, from softwood lumber to footwear. 
Senator SNOWE. You have been very responsive, and I appreciate 

that. 
Ambassador KIRK. It has been a pleasure to work with you. 
Senator SNOWE. Thank you. 
Ambassador KIRK. I hope you believe that this administration, if 

anything, is wedded to a principle that we have to convince the 
American public, if we want them to believe in the power of trade 
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to improve our lives, that trade is a vehicle that not only gives us 
consumptive benefits, which is a great thing for all families, but 
trade is also a tool by which we create jobs. 

We have done everything we can, and are attempting in this 
TPP, whether it is in footwear or others areas, to make sure we 
have a proper balance, that we continue to give American families 
the consumptive benefits, but that we help Americans who are still 
making products, and doing what the President has simply said: 
we want to innovate, we want to make more products, and we want 
to sell them around the world. 

That is what we are attempting to achieve in our textile negotia-
tions in the Trans-Pacific Partnership. I have visited a number of 
times with the textile industry. Good or bad, it would not surprise 
any of you, I think they feel, as an industry, they have perhaps 
been harmed more by our trade policy over the last 30, 40 years. 

But what is remaining of our textile industry is vibrant. It is 
fully integrated in many cases. We want to make sure that what 
we achieve is a proper balance in this Trans-Pacific Partnership, 
and does not operate to their disadvantage. 

We want the benefits of whatever we do in textiles to accrue to 
the members of the Trans-Pacific Partnership and not other coun-
tries. That is the balance that we are seeking to achieve, and that 
is what we sought to achieve with what we have put forth on the 
table in terms of the proposals on rules of origin and yarn forward 
provisions. 

Senator SNOWE. Well, I just cannot underscore enough the severe 
impact it would have on a manufacturer like New Balance, which 
is the last rubber athletic footwear manufacturer in the United 
States, if those reduced duties are included, because it would be 
devastating. 

We have lost, basically disproportionately, that part of the indus-
try with respect to shoe production in America. I know when I 
began in Congress, I think that perhaps foreign import penetration 
was about 45 percent. Obviously now it is up to 99 percent. There 
is very little left in the United States, and New Balance happens 
to be an ideal example of how they can succeed. They have been 
innovative. They have a remarkable workforce. They are tech-
nology-driven. They do extraordinary work, and they should not be 
penalized. 

So, if this is allowed—I mean, the disparity between wages alone, 
I think, illustrates the problem, and the inequities that exist. So, 
if we enshrine that in this trade agreement, it absolutely would 
devastate thousands of jobs that this great company provides here 
in America. So, I hope that we can continue to work on that. 

Even a phase-out period would not work in this instance because 
of the significant difference between wages between these two 
countries alone. So I cannot underscore—in fact, I have sent you 
a letter to invite you to come and visit Maine and New Balance. 
We have several facilities in Maine, and I think it would be worth 
your while to see a rarity that now exists in America, with respect 
to manufacturing shoes, and in this case athletic footwear. 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, I appreciate that invitation. As you 
know, I have visited Maine before with Congressman Michaud and 
visited paper mills. I had some extraordinary blueberries. But I 
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would welcome the opportunity to come back and learn more about 
footwear. But I would note—because L.L. Bean will call, and oth-
ers—I know New Balance is the last tennis shoe maker, but we do 
have a handful of industries that make footwear. 

Senator SNOWE. Right, they do. Like, literally a handful. I mean, 
we have lost 28,000 jobs in this industry since 1997. There is no 
reason to lose this invaluable industry. I cannot underscore that 
enough, and I hope that we can continue to have those conversa-
tions. 

Ambassador KIRK. We absolutely can. 
Senator SNOWE. All right. Thank you. 
Ambassador KIRK. Thank you. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Menendez? Well, I see Senator Cardin just arrived. 

Technically, he is ahead. 
Senator Cardin, are you ready, or do you want to wait? 
Senator CARDIN. I am ready. I rarely have a chance to go before 

Senator Menendez. 
The CHAIRMAN. Here is your shot. Here is your chance. 
Senator CARDIN. I love the way seniority works. I am going to 

take my time now. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. 
Senator CARDIN. I am ready to go. 
The CHAIRMAN. This is the special seniority rule. 
Senator CARDIN. I appreciate that. 
First, Mr. Ambassador, thank you very much. I listened to your 

exchange with the chairman as it related to the human rights di-
mension of Jackson-Vanik. I guess I want to make a couple of 
points, if I might, just to start off. The first is that we all under-
stand that the primary reason why Jackson-Vanik was enacted was 
to deal with the emigration issue from the former Soviet Union. 
That issue is nowhere near the dominant issue it was when it was 
first enacted. 

I might tell you, I am proud of what that provision did. There 
were naysayers back in those days who said, do not mix trade with 
human rights. The fact that we were able to put such a spotlight 
on the human rights issue has allowed thousands of people to be 
freed from the former Soviet Union. So, it served a very, very im-
portant purpose, as you pointed out. 

I might say, there were those who said, when we took up sanc-
tions against the apartheid government of South Africa, why are 
we penalizing the people? Let us put that on a totally separate 
track. We did not. We first did it on our own, that is, the United 
States, and then other countries followed us. As a result of that ac-
tion, and the international community coming together, we were 
able to bring down the apartheid government of South Africa with 
a minimal amount of violence. 

So, when we look at this as an opportunity, I see this as an op-
portunity to advance human rights, and I must tell you that, I 
could argue with you about whether it is still needed. We know 
that the government imposed new emigration restrictions on April 
7, 2010, a new law that says the state may restrict people from 
leaving the country, or defendants in criminal cases. 
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It is now routinely used by corrupt law enforcement officers in 
cases like the Sergei Magnitsky case. So, the government is still 
using this as an oppressive means to carry out their policies. We 
know, in the Magnitsky case, that you had a person who tried to 
bring corruption to the attention of the Russian government. He 
was arrested, tortured, and killed in prison, and has garnered a 
great deal of international support. 

I say that because, what we do here in this Congress will have 
a direct impact on what happens internationally. We know that in 
Europe they are considering laws similar to what we have done to 
deny visa privileges to those who are involved in gross human 
rights violations. 

I take issue with just a couple of your statements, just so we are 
on the record on it. The administration has taken good steps in this 
area to deny visas to those who are involved. But there is more 
that needs to be done, and with the Magnitsky legislation that I 
filed with many co-sponsors, we have a much more transparent 
process. We also deal with assets that are under American control. 

So I accept your offer to work together on this, and I would like 
to just put in the record of this committee the statement that was 
made by Secretary Clinton where she said, ‘‘I am not standing back 
waiting. I would like to very affirmatively offer to you the oppor-
tunity to work together because I think we can do both,’’ talking 
about human rights and trade. I interpret your comments to be the 
same. 

But let me just point out, it is difficult to get action on this type 
of legislation. Russia PNTR is a bill that will get to the Senate 
floor, and we are going to do everything we can to make sure that 
the Magnitsky-type bill also gets to the Senate floor. 

I look forward to working with you on this issue—as I take your 
comments to the chairman, your willingness to work together—and 
hopefully finding a way that these bills can become law. I welcome 
any further comments that you may want to make for the record 
in the 50 seconds I have left. 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, in case you have other questions, we 
appreciate your strong leadership on this, as you have shown in 
other areas of human rights, and we will work with you on it. I 
think Secretary Clinton’s statement is one I fully associate with. I 
would just only echo, I think we can do both. We do look forward 
to working with you. 

Senator CARDIN. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, thank you. I want to thank Senator Menendez for 

his courtesy. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. Also, while we are passing 

thanks around here, thank you. I think you are very seriously and 
wisely addressing an extremely important issue with wisdom and 
effectiveness. I just thank you, how you are trying to solve this, as 
we all are together. Thank you very much. 

Senator Menendez? 
Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ambassador, thank you very much for your service. I am always 

happy to yield to my colleague from Maryland, especially on such 
an important topic, which I share his view on. 
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Ambassador, few industries have more significant, high-paying, 
productive jobs than the bio-pharmaceutical sector. In my home 
State, that is nearly 195,000 jobs alone. So on the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership, I am trying to understand why the administration has 
not yet tabled in negotiations a time frame for the regulatory pro-
tection of data for biologics, and specifically a proposal for 12 years 
of regulatory data protection for biologics, consistent with U.S. law. 

This has strong bipartisan support in the Congress. So, does the 
administration recognize the importance of this innovative area for 
job creation and innovation? If so, will you table, in May’s negoti-
ating round in Dallas, a proposal for 12 years of data protection for 
biologics? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, let me first of all state, Senator, that 
the administration absolutely understands the importance of this 
issue. Again, the President has spoken time and time again to the 
link between our investment in innovation and R&D, not only in 
pharmaceuticals and manufacturing, to the health of our economy, 
and that is why we seek, across the board, the strongest protection 
for intellectual property rights, the strongest inducements to bring 
these new products to market. 

But as you know, and I will be very candid, there is a strong di-
vergence of thought between the administration and Congress in 
terms of whether that should be 12 years or 7 years. Because of 
that, we have been working diligently with both members of Con-
gress and the administration to find the proper balance. That is 
why we have not yet tabled a specific proposal on that. 

But we have made very plain to our TPP partners that we need 
to have a chapter that addresses this, not only for the protection 
of intellectual property rights but also, frankly, to induce the com-
panies to bring these important lifesaving drugs, in many cases, to 
market sooner rather than later. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Well, if the administration’s goal is to foster 
greater job growth at home by the greater export of U.S. products 
abroad, why is it that we would not seek to pursue in the TPP that 
which is U.S. law today, which is the 12-year time frame? 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, I can only speak honestly, that the 
administration, in the President’s budget request, tabled a 7-year 
proposal. You know there is a difference of thought on this. But out 
of respect for the strong views of many of you in Congress, that is 
precisely the reason we have not yet tabled a specific time line 
within the TPP. 

Senator MENENDEZ. All right. Do you have any sense of when we 
are going to get to that time frame? 

Ambassador KIRK. We are going to have to get to it before we 
conclude work on the text. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Well, that is for sure. 
Let me ask you about something else that may not be in your 

particular trade agenda, but is in mine. That is something that I 
care about very deeply: the cotton trust fund. In New Jersey, we 
have—and there are other States. Some of my colleagues on this 
committee actually enjoy the reality that there are companies in 
our States. I have three shirt manufacturers that employ over 300 
people. I know there are several others who have the same realities 
in their States. 
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And yet, they find themselves in the situation which allows their 
foreign competitors to import a foreign-produced shirt to the United 
States duty-free, while a very steep tariff is charged on the mate-
rials an American company needs to produce the very same product 
in America, so that a shirt made abroad of cotton comes into the 
United States duty-free, but a United States manufacturer imports 
that cotton and then ultimately has to pay a very steep tariff to 
produce the very same shirt that came in duty-free from foreign 
competitors. That is not about creating American jobs at the end 
of the day. 

So we have been looking to reauthorize the program of duty re-
funds to domestic cotton shirt manufacturers—it existed at one 
time under the cotton trust fund, but it lapsed—who are faced with 
an unfair playing field, resulting from trade agreements with the 
Andean, Caribbean, and African countries. Those agreements allow 
finished shirts to enter duty-free, whereas imported fabrics face du-
ties as high as 15.5 percent. So the cotton trust fund used to offset 
that. 

Does the administration support the reauthorization of the cotton 
trust fund to keep these jobs in the United States? 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, you are correct in that I will have to 
make sure that I am up to speed on the trust fund. I would say 
generally the provisions that you reference with respect to Africa 
and CAFTA are part of our preference programs, which this Con-
gress wisely renewed when you passed the trade agreements. 

We do think those are important to literally help the poorest 
farmers in the world have some ability to move out of poverty and 
move into a more reasonable lifestyle, and they are critically impor-
tant to many of our manufacturers who source materials from 
many of those countries, whether they are finished or unfinished. 

For our textile industry in particular, many of them are fully in-
tegrated, producing the yarns, the fabrics, the cotton here, but then 
manufacturing them at plants they own in South America. But I 
would need to learn more about it. 

Senator MENENDEZ. Well, we look forward to working with you, 
because all those countries that you mentioned would still be able 
to import to the United States. But the difference is—the only dif-
ference here is between sending the shirt with the very same fabric 
that is imported to the United States for a domestic producer to 
create, and having that shirt already assembled and sold here in 
the U.S., and then saying to a U.S. company, oh, by the way, 
against that competition you are going to have to pay for the fabric 
that they did not have to pay for at all. That is fundamentally un-
fair. If we are talking about creating jobs in America, we can still 
have the competition from abroad, but have the jobs in America. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ambassador KIRK. Thank you. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. 
Ambassador Kirk, two questions. First, where do you see getting, 

this year and the next couple of years, the biggest bang for your 
buck? What is the top priority to get the best results, most effective 
in terms of American jobs, American companies, American busi-
nesses just doing a lot better? There is a long list of programs, a 
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long list of initiatives. But what is kind of at the top of your list 
if you were going to prioritize this? What is number one? 

Ambassador KIRK. Short-term, literally our 3-, 6-month strategy: 
get the FTAs that we passed with Panama, Colombia, and Korea 
into force, because that gives us immediate benefit. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right. What else? 
Ambassador KIRK. Near-term, do everything we can to see if we 

cannot get this Trans-Pacific Partnership, the text of that agree-
ment, in a position that then we can quickly move with you to ap-
prove that. 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you quantified what increase in jobs that 
will mean for Americans—— 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, I know. I will get you—— 
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. Or increase in GDP? Some metric 

that makes some sense? 
Ambassador KIRK. Yes, we do. It would be our 3rd-largest mar-

ket if you put those nine countries together now. They are already 
our 3rd-largest market. I think I want to say it would be 3 times 
the impact of Korea, which we put at about—for some reason I am 
thinking $40 billion. So you are talking hundreds of thousands of 
jobs, and that is just if we stay with those nine. Obviously we have 
ambitions beyond that. 

The CHAIRMAN. If we add the others, what is the increase in 
American jobs? 

Ambassador KIRK. If you applied the calculus that I think most 
of us agree with, every billion dollars in exports is 5,000 jobs and 
upwards of $40 billion in goods, and not calculating services you 
easily get into 280,000-something jobs, which we think is on the 
conservative side. 

The CHAIRMAN. How much will it help you achieve your goals, 
this legislation that Senator Thune and I passed through the Sen-
ate—it passed the House and will soon be on the President’s desk— 
addressing the market or non-market status of China, namely that 
you can proceed as if it is a market economy? 

Ambassador KIRK. We think it is critically important. As you 
know, there are hundreds of industries that believe they have been 
besieged with cheap products dumped on this market. We have to 
have the ability to protect them, and we have to have the ability 
to apply countervailing duties and antidumping penalties. This leg-
islation is critical to maintaining that protection for our manufac-
turing base. I think that was—— 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any way you can quantify what dif-
ference it will make? 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, let me try to get back to you with a 
number on that. We know there are 21 cases pending that involve 
literally hundreds of thousands of U.S. workers. This is decidedly 
more defensive. If I can get you better data than that, I will. 

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that. I hope you try. 
Ambassador KIRK. We will. And Senator, if I might, the other 

two, again, are enforcement and then, as you noted, our strategy 
with China. If China were to fully meet the commitments they 
made going into the WTO, you mentioned just the calculation of 
what we think we lose in the software industry. That could be a 
huge opportunity for us. So we have been making the case to China 
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that the World Bank study now makes, for some time, that it is 
not just in the U.S.’s interests. We can help China—— 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any numbers that show what the in-
crease in jobs would be in the United States if China ‘‘played fair’’? 

Ambassador KIRK. If you believe just that one slice of the pie 
that you referenced, the $50-billion figure in the software industry, 
and we are looking at everything from investment to them opening 
up government procurement—— 

The CHAIRMAN. Right. 
Ambassador KIRK [continuing]. When you are talking $50 to 

$100 billion, that is hundreds of thousands of jobs for American 
workers. 

The CHAIRMAN. I think obviously we must take advantage of 
every opportunity, and one is that Mexico, Japan, and Canada 
would like to join this. That is leverage for us on those countries. 

Ambassador KIRK. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Japan and beef, for example. I think it is just 

outrageous that Japan does not allow beef in, claiming that our 
beef is not safe. It is setting up false health standards. At one time 
Japan did take a lot more American beef, and then there was the 
Mad Cow scare, but now that the OIE said it is fine, Japan should 
fully open up. 

The second is lumber with Canada. Since I have been in the U.S. 
Senate, Canadian lumber has always been a problem. We have 
softwood lumber agreements, et cetera. Then we have to go back 
and sue again because they are not living up to it. One time they 
bored holes in their lumber. There were all kinds of ways to get 
around it. 

I think there is an opportunity here to make sure that finally 
Canada, by standards of fair trade, does not subsidize and dump 
in the United States. Disputes are not in these binational courts, 
but rather disputes we might have with Canada would be in Fed-
eral courts and not these trade courts, which I think tend to dimin-
ish our efforts in this country. So I just urge you very strongly to 
take advantage of this opportunity to exercise a lot of leverage on 
Canada on lumber, and Japan on beef, among others. 

Ambassador KIRK. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wyden? 
Senator WYDEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
There are a couple of other areas I want to get into with you, 

Mr. Ambassador, and then return back to the intellectual property 
issue, particularly as it relates to TPP, where we have had some 
discussions as well. 

On the TPP negotiations on footwear and apparel, you recently 
said the choice is cheaper tennis shoes versus jobs. I know you had 
some discussion here with Senator Snowe, and I have heard you 
say that. I just think that is a false choice. I think we can have 
both. 

There are thousands and thousands of good-paying jobs in the 
design, R&D, and marketing of footwear. Just to make clear, I 
want to work closely with you on this issue, because I want those 
jobs and manufacturing jobs considered during the TPP negotia-
tions. 
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Now second, on a housekeeping matter, I just want to make sure 
that the record is clear on that. You were at Ways and Means last 
week, and you mentioned that, by one measure, the United States 
enjoyed a trade surplus in solar technology. I think you know, and 
we have shown it to your office, I have done a report on this ques-
tion of green goods. 

My sense is what you were talking about were the 2010 trade 
figures, because the recent figures are out. No matter how you 
measure it, in 2011 the U.S. suffered a massive trade deficit in 
solar technology, particularly in cells and modules that make up 
the solar panels. This reversal, in my view, is due to China. This 
deficit concerns me. I know it concerns you. I just wanted to make 
that clear for the record as well. 

Let me turn and wrap up with some questions again about intel-
lectual property, because the same issues that were on the table in 
the Protect IP Act, the Stop Online Piracy Act, the discussion we 
had with respect to ACTA, are now on the table in the negotiations 
about the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement, the TPP discus-
sions. 

I am getting a lot of questions and complaints and concerns from 
people who care passionately about Internet freedom, what is going 
to happen with respect to technology policy, about the fact that 
right now one is required to obtain a security clearance and per-
mission by the administration to see documents relating to the TPP 
negotiations. 

The public, particularly those who feel so strongly about this 
issue, which has generated enormous interest across our country, 
the public just feels shut out with respect to this debate about 
Internet freedom and competition and innovation. 

I just want to get a sense of why the administration agreed to 
this process for these discussions. It does not seem to me to be in 
line with the President’s commitment to transparency and open 
government. Give me your sense about how we got into this, and 
then what can we do to turn it around? Because I think millions 
of Americans, as we saw in the discussion with Protect IP and 
SOPA, they want to be part of these discussions, and they are feel-
ing locked out in one proceeding after another. 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, Senator, if I might, if I can go back to 
one of my guiding principles when I was Mayor, and privileged to 
serve as Mayor of Dallas, and we were in a situation like this, I 
would always tell my staff, the truth is an option. So let us go back 
to one thing. One, you can be helpful. First, we do not help our-
selves by trying to conflate the recent debate over PIPA and SOPA 
with what we are doing in TPP, because nothing could be further 
from the truth, first of all. 

So, one, you can help us in making sure people understand this 
is completely the opposite. None of the issues of which you had the 
most concern over, those provisions in SOPA or PIPA, is included 
in the TPP, first of all, so that concern is unfounded. 

I think we have some credibility on this because, when we were 
negotiating ACTA, many of the same voices that raised legitimate 
concerns on PIPA put out a tremendous amount of misinformation 
about ACTA, which was subsequently shown to be not true. What 
we are doing in our work in ACTA and TPP, frankly, is the oppo-
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site. We are trying to make sure that we promote the free flow of 
data and information. 

We have no provisions at all trying to restrict the flow of infor-
mation, and we are following the same balanced approach in the 
TPP that Congress established when you passed the Digital Millen-
nium Copyright Act. They are complemented by what we are trying 
to do on market access-opening provisions. 

So I think the first thing is to make sure we get the truth out: 
these are two different animals. Second, as I mentioned to Chair-
man Baucus and Ranking Member Hatch and others, we have en-
gaged in more public consultations over this Trans-Pacific Partner-
ship, probably by 10-fold, with Congress compared to all of our pro-
visions that we have been negotiating. 

We have had just over 350 consultations with Congress alone, 
many more with our stakeholders. We have had stakeholders par-
ticipate as observers in a number of our sessions, negotiating, in-
cluding those who are concerned about these issues. 

We are proceeding with the same negotiating parameters in this 
Trans-Pacific Partnership that the United States has negotiated in 
every trade agreement over the last 20 to 30 years. So, nothing 
that we are doing is different. We have moved to disclose more in-
formation sooner than any previous administration, as we did in 
the case of ACTA. 

But the reality is, because these are very complex negotiations, 
we are representing the United States and the President as your 
counsel, as are our other partners. You can understand there is a 
certain degree of discretion that has to occur in order to get these 
countries to sit down at the table and negotiate with us. 

But I would defend our record for transparency, for inclusion of 
all groups, against any other administration. I think we have gone 
further, and we are absolutely acting consistently with the Presi-
dent’s commitments that he made in terms of having a more trans-
parent administration. 

Senator WYDEN. Mr. Ambassador, let us take your statement— 
and that is why I wanted you to kind of expand on your thinking— 
and juxtapose it along the lines of what people who care about 
these issues are coming to me and telling me. They are saying 
right now there is currently a requirement for a security clearance 
to see TPP text and documents that can impact Internet freedom. 
That is what people tell me, that they have to have a security 
clearance to see the documents. So we put that alongside your 
statement. 

Let me ask you about something that might clear this up, and 
actually get this resolved. What is wrong with letting the public see 
the text in real time, of at least what your office is proposing, as 
it relates to Internet freedom? In other words, I have heard your 
views. I have tried to tell you what people are coming and telling 
me. 

I am saying to a public official who always looks to try to work 
with me, why do we not resolve this, and resolve it by putting out 
the text in real time of what the proposals are with respect to 
issues that can touch on Internet freedom, certainly what people 
feel will touch on Internet freedom? 
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What would be wrong with putting that online, so we could dis-
pose of this issue, show that once again the President, whom I 
know feels strongly about transparency and openness, is dem-
onstrating that, and we put this issue to bed? 

Ambassador KIRK. Well, again, Senator, we have moved—if you 
look at our modus operandi on ACTA, as soon as we had enough 
of a convergence among our negotiating partners and we thought 
we had the text, we moved to do that. When we did, I would re-
mind you, at least our office received a fairly stern message from 
the two committees who oversee my work that this not become the 
norm for USTR for the practical reason—and I understand the 
need; more of this is when we disclose. 

But the practical answer to, what is wrong with putting it all out 
now, nothing, unless you do not ever want to negotiate a trade 
agreement, because no one will sit at the table and negotiate with 
us if we put all the terms of every text out. It is an evolving proc-
ess. 

Second, with respect to the security clearance required, as you 
know as chairman of the Trade Subcommittee, this Congress man-
dates that I have a number of trade advisory committees because 
of the complexity of trade deals. You want to make sure that we 
have, first of all, thoughtful intelligence from those affected by 
that. All of them operate as what we call, Senator, cleared advisors. 

That is because of congressional law. You give us the latitude, for 
those who serve on these advisory committees and have passed the 
security clearance, we do share the text with those, whether it re-
lates to Internet or agriculture or pharmaceuticals or any of the 
multitude of trade advisory committees that we have. 

That is one way that we make sure that we have the interests 
of different communities voiced and taken into account in our trade 
policy. It is a very thoughtful policy. It serves us well. I believe it 
is the most appropriate way for us to go forward. 

Senator WYDEN. Mr. Ambassador, just let us see if we can wrap 
up on this point. I also serve on the Intelligence Committee, so day 
after day I see just how you draw the bright lines with respect to 
security clearances and matters that can be classified and deserve 
special treatment because of the implications they can have for na-
tional security in particular. 

I just think—and you mentioned the norm. The norm changed, 
Mr. Ambassador, on January 18, 2012, where millions and millions 
of Americans said, we will not accept being locked out of debates 
about Internet freedom. They just said, we have to have a chance 
on something that is so important to innovation and competition, 
we have to have a chance to be heard. And I am not asking for ev-
erything to be published, and certainly I respect your judgment 
with respect to issues that affect national security and classified 
matters. 

But issues that pertain to freedom and innovation on the net are 
policy questions, and the American people want a chance to partici-
pate. I am going to give you the last word on it, but it relates a 
bit to what we wrapped up with on the ACTA discussion. 

That is one topic, and now we are having some of the same 
issues being raised on TPP. These questions are not hypothetical, 
Mr. Ambassador. They are not. The prospect of the Congress of the 
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United States passing a piece of legislation, for example, that 
changes the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, and does it in a way 
that is inconsistent with ACTA, that is very real. These are not hy-
pothetical, speculative questions. 

We are not going to resolve all of them today, and I understand 
that, but what I hope we will do, and what I want to take a few 
extra minutes for—and I appreciate your courtesy on this—is to 
make clear how important it is that you throw open the doors of 
your agency, so that the public can be heard with respect to their 
views on Internet freedom. 

Because I thought you made an excellent presentation in terms 
of describing how you are handling the process. When I walk out 
of this room, I am going to get more calls, and they are going to 
say, I still have to get a security clearance in order to have a 
chance to see something about Internet regulation. That does not 
make sense. 

So let’s you and I see if we can work this out, take away from 
this my position that I feel very strongly with respect to TPP, 
about getting the proposals that you are looking at from a policy 
standpoint—not the classified matters—getting them online so that 
the public can have a chance to be heard on it. 

I do not think these are going to be speculative questions. We 
learned, on January 18th of this year, that these issues are not 
speculative anymore, something that just kind of, people are going 
to talk about in the abstract. They are very real. People want to 
be heard. 

Last word to you. 
Ambassador KIRK. Senator, I could not agree with you more. 

There is no form of government that is closer to the people than 
local government. There is no form of—and no disrespect to the 
Senate or the Congress. I am proud to serve here. But I understand 
the need for transparency in government as much as any other offi-
cial. This President does. But, just as we have a representative 
form of government, that is why we have elections. 

It is why you sit here, because the people of your State collec-
tively understand everybody in your State cannot come to Wash-
ington, so we have elected representatives whom we count on who 
will express the voice, and not just those you agree with but those 
you disagree with. 

Then this Congress further refines and understands that, while 
you retain the constitutional authority to enter commercial trea-
ties, as a practical matter this Congress is not going to sit down 
and negotiate with other countries, so you have ceded that author-
ity to the administration. 

In part of that, you have directed us to have a very balanced 
committee of advisors that represents a broad range of thought of 
those affected by trade policy, so all these voices, these concerns 
you have heard, have been expressed. 

Now, I would submit to you again—and I agree with you, you 
and I are going to the same place—and I will tell you, Senator, we 
have done so much to reach out to stakeholders across the board 
to hear their concerns, not just on issues of digital freedom but on 
every element of what we are tabling within the TPP. 
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But as you understand, as an elected official, hearing from all of 
these voices, and everyone getting exactly what they want, are two 
different things. I think we have had the most open, transparent 
process ever. We have taken more steps to put more information 
before the public on our websites, on our TPP websites, than ever 
before. 

But we have to maintain that balance between making sure that 
we have the space we need to negotiate with nine very different 
countries that may have different thoughts on the issues of Inter-
net freedom, of Internet protection, than we, and have that in a 
constructive way while at the same time making sure that our pub-
lic is informed until we get to the point of making sure we keep 
our businesses and industries competitive. That is what we have 
tried to do, is strike that proper balance. I think we have done 
that. 

I know you care about it, and that is why we will always listen 
to your thoughts and guidance on this. But I would just take issue 
that I do believe we have absolutely met the President’s commit-
ment of having one of the most transparent administrations ever. 

Senator WYDEN. I had promised you the last word, Mr. Ambas-
sador, and I will just amend that pledge for 10 seconds or there-
abouts. [Laughter.] 

There is no question that is the way it used to work. I think 
what the public is saying is, we have to do better, and particularly 
because the Internet is the engine of innovation and competition in 
so many of the new jobs. So take away that you got a specific re-
quest this afternoon for at least putting the portions of the text— 
not the classified matters—that relate to Internet freedom policy 
online. I think the American people want it. 

With that, Mr. Ambassador—it has been a long morning—the 
Senate Committee on Finance is adjourned. 

Ambassador KIRK. Senator, if I might make just one final—— 
Senator WYDEN. Of course. 
Ambassador KIRK. Not on this, but this committee has had a re-

markable ability of scheduling these hearings on my wife’s birth-
day, which the first three were. [Laughter.] 

This year we missed it by 2 days. But, notwithstanding, my wife 
will celebrate another milestone on Friday. I think she is watching, 
so I did want to take this opportunity to wish her a Happy Birth-
day. [Laughter.] 

Senator WYDEN. I like that a lot. I am sure she knows, since your 
Dallas days, the sacrifices for public service. We appreciate what 
you do. 

The Committee on Finance is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was concluded.] 
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